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I. 

Thesis Statement  
 

     Dietrich Bonhoeffer experiences God’s Revelation in his final years confined to a prison 

institution. In a way that was elusive during his freedom, he finds solidarity with ‘The Crucified 

People’ of the world, to include ‘Black people of the cross’, as depicted in The Cross And The 

Lynching Tree emerging in the work of James Cone. In this revelation an envisioned church more 

reminiscent of Jesus of the Gospels emerges. “It remains an experience of incomparable value 

that we have for once learned to see the great events of world history from below, from the 

perspective of the outcasts…the oppressed…from the perspective of the suffering.” 1  W.E.B. 

DuBois, the first African American to earn  a Ph.D. at Harvard University, clearly understood the 

connection Bonhoeffer is making between the value of seeing history from below, and the 

Revelation of God in suffering people. DuBois writes, “Yet Jesus Christ…was poor and we are 

                                                           
1 Victoria J. Barnett, After Ten Years, (Minneapolis,  Fortress Press, 2017), p.30. 



poor…He was persecuted and crucified, and we are mobbed and lynched. If Jesus Christ came to 

America He would associate with negroes and Italians and working people…”2 

     It is in the context of Bonhoeffer’s prison confinement that the social milieu of the poor and 

the oppressed, the Crucified People of the world, is experienced firsthand in a manner that 

cannot be replicated through simulation or academic exercises, whereby one has agency to step 

in and out of the simulation of impoverished conditions at will. People from positions of power 

have often attempted to simulate social conditions, often with good intentions, however, with 

the reality that they have the agency and the power, to move in and out of context at will. Henry 

David Thoreau, in Life in the Woods, is such an example. Miguel A. De La Torre, writing in Doing 

Christian Ethics from the Margins, refers to ‘Organic Intellectuals’.  “These ministers and scholars 

attempt to learn from the disenfranchised while serving them as organic intellectuals (to borrow 

a term from Antonio Gramsci)…intellectuals grounded in the social reality of the marginalized…”3 

Bonhoeffer becomes an organic participant, albeit not by his choosing, in the most authentic way 

possible. As a result, Bonhoeffer experiences the social milieu of the Crucified People by 

experiencing Loss of Freedom, Loss of Agency, Loss of Power or Powerless, Loss of Social Capital, 

and Loss of Identity, thus experiencing God’s Revelation through suffering as articulated in Letters 

and Papers from Prison.  

II. 

     The experience of loss has been a central and constant motif of African Americans in the 

United States. The renowned African American sociologist, William Julius Wilson, once described 

                                                           
2 James Cone, The Cross And The Lynching Tree, New York,  Orbis Books, 2011), p.103. 
3 Miguel A. De La Torre, Doing Christian Ethics from the Margins, (New York,  Orbis Books, 2004), p.xii. 



poverty in America as the lack of choices. The perpetually impoverished station of the Crucified 

People and the Lynched People in America has been one lacking in choices. The systematic 

disenfranchisement of an entire culture of people has been deliberate and effective. This 

disenfranchisement has meant the loss of freedom, loss of agency, loss of power, loss of social 

capital and loss of identity. From the 1857 Dred Scott Decision which said Black people were not 

citizens and had no rights, Plessy v. Ferguson which cemented Separate But Equal, the lack of 

voting rights;  it was not until the Voting Rights Act of 1965 which until then Black people were 

unable to participate in the election process, and the Three-strikes law of 1994; all have been 

institutionally sanctioned means of emasculating African American males in particular, and 

African American culture in general. It is in this context that black religion and theology has been 

informed. For cultures and people who are not indigenous to the African American experience, 

it is no small wonder that there exists a lack of understanding, lack of appreciation, as well as a 

lack of taking Black Theology or Liberation Theology seriously, in the manner of Western 

Theology or theologians. The assault on the freedoms of the Lynched People has been long and 

protracted as well as effective. It is not surprising then that African Americans often experience 

dissonance between their faith and Western Christianity. There needs to be a theology that gives 

voice to the context of the disenfranchisement of the Lynched People. “Black suffering needs 

radical and creative voices, prophetic advocates who can tell brutal and beautiful stories of how 

oppressed black people survived with a measure of dignity whey they were not meant to.”4 

                                                           
4 Cone, The Lynching Tree, 95. 



     It is only through the revelation of deprivation that Bonhoeffer is able to state that the church 

is benefited from interpreting world history from below. As one from a prominent upbringing 

and well educated background, Bonhoeffer certainly would have been inoculated from the most 

severe form of human deprivation suffered by others. While one is able to be empathetic with 

those who exist and experience life from below, it is quite another thing to internalize and live 

the life of daily assaults upon one’s personhood. Through his own suffering Bonhoeffer becomes 

one of the Crucified People, one of the Lynched People. Bonhoeffer through his incarceration 

and thereby the removal of his freedoms, his emasculation, understands what it is to be an 

African American.            

     Bonhoeffer describes the experiences of the Crucified People, or the Lynched People in the 

United States, in the most recognizable and authentic voice of oppressed people,  capturing what 

life has been for them in North America since 1619. Bonhoeffer’s context experiencing suffering 

in Germany under the totalitarian rule of Adolf Hitler, the genocide of Jewish People, his 

imprisonment and impending execution,   bring him into solidarity with the Crucified People and 

their experiences, as well as the revelation of God as interpreted by the oppressed people of the 

world. “Have there ever been people in history who in their time, like us, had so little ground 

under their feet, people to whom every possible alternative open to them at the time appeared 

equally unbearable, senseless, and contrary to life?”5  Through God’s Revelation, illuminated 

through the prison cell for Bonhoeffer, he was able to see and comprehend what James Cone 

says that Reinhold Niebuhr was unable to see or comprehend. Writing in The Cross And The 

                                                           
5 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “Letters and Papers from Prison,” Clifford Green and Michael DeJonge, eds., The Bonhoeffer 
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Lynching Tree, Cone makes the observation pertinent to Niebuhr. “Niebuhr had “eyes to see” 

black suffering, but I believe he lacked the “heart to feel” it as his own…the problem of race was 

never one of his central theological or political concerns.”6 Through his suffering, confinement 

and execution, Bonhoeffer gained the credibility of authenticity alongside theologians as the 

Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Archbishop Oscar Romero. God’s Revelation to 

Bonhoeffer made discernible  through confinement and suffering, places him in solidarity with 

the Lynched People of the Jim Crow South, as well as the crucified Jesus of Nazareth. “There was, 

however, an important difference between Reinhold Niebuhr and Martin Luther King, Jr. that 

partly accounts for why King became a martyr in the civil rights movement while Niebuhr 

remained safely confined in his office at Union Seminary...”7 There can never be an authentic 

voice, as with Bonhoeffer, that resonates with the Crucified People, or the Lynched People, as 

long as those theologians retain freedom, agency, power, social capital, and their identity as  part 

of the dominant culture experiencing life and theology from above. “As long as the religious 

leaders of…the dominant culture continue to construct ethical perspectives from within their 

cultural space of wealth and power, the marginalized will need an alternate format by which 

to…do ethics.”8 Bonhoeffer was able to develop an ethic that reflected the view from below.  

     Bonhoeffer was concerned with a church in Germany that excluded those who were not from 

German extraction, and Cone was concerned with a church in America that sanctioned Jim Crow 

Lynching.  James Cone and Dietrich Bonhoeffer were confounded by the corrupting of the church 

by evildoers. In either context, Germany under Hitler or Lynching under Jim Crow, the church was 
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one of the institutions that sanctioned and presided over the perverting of religion and ethics. 

Bonhoeffer observed, “The huge masquerade of evil has thrown all ethical concepts into 

confusion. That evil should appear in the form of light, good deeds, historical necessity, social 

justice is absolutely bewildering for one coming from the world of ethical concepts that we have 

received.” 9   Of the Christian Church and its role in the genocide of Lynched People, Cone 

observed, “…Not all crosses were liberating and loving, even when Jesus’ name was invoked. 

White ministers sometimes served as mob leaders, blessing lynchings, or citing the stories of Ham 

and Cain to justify white supremacy as divine right.”10  

     It was not only the so-called evil doers, however, the well intended believers that both 

Bonhoeffer and Martin Luther King had to address in their challenge to the church and the state. 

Bonhoeffer observed, “The failure of the “reasonable ones” – those who think, with the best of 

intentions and in their naïve misreading of reality, that with a bit of reason they can patch up a 

structure that has come out of joint – is  apparent.”11 The established church, or the church that 

enjoys the status of a prominent social location in society, is the church that needs to be 

challenged due to its loss of vision and inability to view society from below. Dr. King observed, 

“We will have to repent in this generation not merely for the vitriolic words and actions of the 

bad people, but for the appalling silence of the good people.”12 

     In the end, Bonhoeffer like many who live in the margins, through Revelation was able to 

discern what many Lynched People and Crucified People see clearly, that contrived values and 

                                                           
9 Green and DeJonge, The Bonhoeffer Reader, p.763.  
10 Cone, The Lynching Tree, p.76. 
11 Green and DeJonge, The Bonhoeffer Reader, p.763. 
12 James M. Washington, A Testament of Hope The Essential Writings of Martin Luther King, Jr., (San Francisco,  
Harper & Row, 1986), p.296. 



value systems of those from above are often in conflict with the values and value systems of 

those from below, and they are often determined in order to codify draconian laws and practices 

that normalize and make virtuous hegemonic ethics and mores. It is more important to have 

freedom and personhood, and this often calls those from below to be in conflict with the 

respected dominant culture. Bonhoeffer noted, “There is the one who determines to take a stand 

in the world by acting on his own freedom. He values the necessary action more highly than an 

untarnished conscience and reputation. He is prepared to sacrifice a barren principle to a fruitful 

compromise or a barren wisdom of mediocrity to fruitful radicalism.”13    Author Miguel A. De La 

Torre, perhaps captures the above sentiment best when describing how his mother, one living 

from below, had to decide between telling the truth or telling a lie in order to qualify for 

employment in America as an immigrant. “Yet, the moral reasoning she employed enabled her 

to surmount societal structures fundamentally averse to her very existence. Which is more 

ethical…doing what needs to be done to get the job, or letting the sins of others force us to live 

on the streets?”14 The ability to suffer and identify with those who live from below, the Crucified 

People, the Lynched People, enables the church to more readily resemble the church Jesus 

envisioned, and served as Revelation for Dietrich Bonhoeffer through the cell of a prison.  
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